2017 Ironman 70.3 Oceanside – April 1st – Race Report
After a successful 2016 season, we took a slightly different approach to triathlon in 2017 by taking a
massive leap of faith to race as a professional triathlete. With the unbelievable support from my
better half Mariesa (I still can’t wrap my head around how supportive she is), we decided to go all in,
focus 100% on triathlon and see how it goes. That happened six weeks ago.
Another slight change: we bought a house here in Oceanside. Boom! And just like that we jumped
into the grown-up world of homeownership.
It only made sense to start this pro thing with IM 70.3 Oceanside. All I had to do was ignore the
stacked field with all the top guns (no pun intended) in our sport. There’s nothing to lose, but there
is a huge learning opportunity and that’s what this year is all about: learning.
Back to my race, the only goal I had was to give it my best, push myself to my limit on the day and
see where I fit amongst the big boys. Here is how it went…
Setting up my transition
It took me probably 15 min to get my transition ready, and that’s only because I
was taking my time. I lined up everything the night before and Mariesa made me
go through each leg to make sure I wouldn’t forget anything. Everything was
organized and packed in my Xterra transition bag so I easily found what I needed
on race morning. Now onto the fun and slightly intimidating part: looking around
and seeing the rack and all the big shots getting ready. It hit me. This was real. I
was about to toe the line of a 70.3 with Frodeno, Potts, Sanders, McKenzie, and
so many other big names I only read about on Slowtwich.
Swim warm-up
I put on my Xterra Vengeance and got in the water for a good 4-5 minutes to try to get the HR going
and calm my nerves. After 2 min I started to feel better, and I was really looking forward to starting
the race and seeing where my swim fitness was. I’ve been swimming a lot more and was hoping for a
good day in the water. 27ish was what Kevin had in mind, and I wanted to beat my 28:01 PR.
The race
Swim: 26:55…PR!
The start was chaotic, to say the least. The swim start for the men’s and
women’s pro fields changed to an in-water start after some pros raised
concerned during the pro meeting around the fairness of the swim starting
by the boat ramp. It was great to see Ironman took it into account and
made the necessary changes.
The men’s pros were supposed to start at 6:40am. I swam to the yellow
buoy where the in-water swim start was and saw Jesse, chatted with him
for a split second, looked to my left to check the clock, and boom the
cannon went off. I recall the clock showing 6:39:32am…a tad early!
And chaos and frenzy unfolded for a good two to three minutes. Everyone
fought to get near the front of the swim pack, pushing and swimming on
top of each other, and unintentionally hitting each other. Feet were kicking hard. I tried my best to
push hard and get myself in a good position, but it only took 20 seconds to realize that I was already
at the back of the swim. Yikes! I shrugged it off and did everything I could to hang on to some feet in
front of me. I refused to get dropped so soon. After that, it was a bit weird. It seemed like the pack I
was swimming with couldn’t keep a straight line, or maybe it was just me zig-zagging (the latter is
definitely more probable). I tried my own thing and swam my own line, but it was stupid because I
lost the draft advantage that swimming in a pack brings. Despite all that, I felt like I was pushing
hard, and I was pleased to see that I was still able to keep my pace after 20min. I lost some ground
on the pack at the 4th turn buoy so I immediately forced myself to up my pace to bridge the gap. I
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usually feel flat in the last 300-400 yards, but not this time. I continued to swim hard and I could not
be happier to see the boat ramp. I got out of the water, looked at the clock and saw 26:49…WHAT!?
That got me SO excited and happy about my swim. The official time was 26:55, or 1min and 6
seconds faster than last year. #progress
Transition: 2:53
It just felt like a full-on sprint for what I consider to be a long transition. I just
ran hard while taking off my wetsuit. As I got to my bike I kept repeating “slow
is smooth, smooth is fast” in my head to not rush through it. I have been
dealing with a slight pain on my right glute lately, and I felt it running to my
bike. I opted to not do the flying mount and do the “nanny mount” instead to
avoid any cramping or issues. Gosh it was embarrassing! You rush to the mount
line to almost stop and get your right leg over the saddle…But I made it to the
bike mount line and it was play time for 56 miles!
Bike: 2’17:17
It took me about 10 miles to feel good on the bike, but I managed to get to two familiar names with
Alex Libin and Pat McKeon, and Sam Long caught up to us soon after. We all rode together for most
of the ride. It was game on. I was already way above what Kevin wanted
me to ride at, but I started to feel good and I was having so much fun out
there that I decided to take a leap of faith, trust my fitness and all the
training I’ve done, and roll with it. Sorry coach! At mile 12 I saw the lead
pack coming back from the out-and-back section, which I was happy
about, because it meant I wasn’t too ridiculously far back (in my books, at
least). I had a “fangirl” moment (Mariesa taught me this expression after
the race lol) when I passed Luke McKenzie right after the turnaround
point. He passed me again at mile 20 and I made it my mission to stay
with him no matter what it was going to cost me. I passed him at mile 25
and passed another athlete at mile 26.
The rest of the ride was a mix of massive surges to pass Alex and Pat
when I had to and try to reign in my excitement of being on the bike with those guys. Those surges
hurt a lot. Sam passed us again at around mile 30 and took off. Alex and Pat went with him and so I
followed suit, of course! Pedro Gomes stayed with us too, so we had a nice little group going on. I
dropped a bottle, a gel, and a Co2 right after the second aid station, which was not ideal, but that’s
racing. I told myself better that than a crash or mechanical. I shrugged
it off and carried on with whatever left I had. No excuses!
The course always seems harder than I can remember, or maybe I just
think I’m a better cyclist than I really am. There are two big climbs and
a lot of rollers that made riding the 55/42 new chainring set
interesting. I think my cadence dropped in the high 50s, low 60s on
some of the hills, and I could feel the the lactic acid build in my quads.
It burnt, but I was totally fine with it, because it meant I was working
hard. I knew that after mile 40 the terrain was more rolling and much
faster. Passed the 40-mile mark, you’re either too toast to take
advantage of the fast-ish next 14 miles, or you still have some fire in
your legs to carry on. Unlike last year, I surprised myself with how
good I felt in that last section. I put my head down, focused on my cadence and power, and worked
hard to keep Pat in sight. I also tried to think about how fast Lionel would be riding this section to
motivate me to push harder. I told myself that if I was riding at 31 mph, he must have been around
33, if not faster. Whatever works to get you going, right? In the last 2 miles of the bike I started to
wonder how shot my legs were going to be for the run, because I’ve simply never ridden that hard
for that long. As I approached the harbor I was pumped to have completed the ride without any
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mechanical issues and I felt like I did what I could on the day, so I was very happy with it. I reminded
myself of Mariesa’s IG hashtag #positivevibesonly. Let’s run a half marathon now!
T2: 2:23
Here again, as soon as I got off the bike I just ran hard. Pat was just in front of me, and Alex right
behind me. I racked the bike, took off my helmet, put my Bjorka sunglasses on, socks and shoes on,
and off I was! Let’s do this.
Run: 1:19’34
This run course is much harder than one may think. Yes, it does not
have a lot of vertical gain, but the terrain is almost never flat,
except for the boardwalk, which probably amounts for 4 miles
total, and the short but steep and punchy ramps toughens up the
course too.
I thought to myself that realistically 1:22 would be doable if I had a
good run, knowing that my PR at a 70.3 was 1:24ish before. The
stretch goal was sub 1:20, and that was if I really felt good. Kevin,
when we talked about race goals, said I was a runner…LOL! I
laughed, then I decided to give it a thought, and I finally talked
myself into it during race week. I don’t consider myself a runner, but I liked the thought of it J. And
when I saw the race clock at 2:49’12 out of T2 I got excited and told myself I was a runner. Running
1:20 would give me a sub 4:10 finish. Why not?
Alex decided to bolt out of T2 so it was out of question for me to go with him (he eventually ran the
6th fastest run of the day with a 1:15 in bloody feet). Pat was right in front of me, and having run the
Carlsbad half with him in January I knew that if I could hang onto his pace for 8 to 10 miles I was
going to get the sub 4:10 mark. As the miles ticked in, I felt better and better, which was weird
because I expected the legs to be crushed after the ride. My goal was to run strong for as much as I
can, and then really dig deep to stay in the race mentally. I could hear Mariesa and Jessica cheering
me on right before running up the pier ramp, which was great because you really need some
encouragement to go up it. That ramp is punchy, to say the least. And it was sweet to hear the
speaker call my name and say I was “from Oceanside”, because the crowd cheered me on right
away!
I stuck with Pat’s pace for 6 miles and we closed in on Sam. However, at the start of the second loop,
I started to fade a little and Pat and Sam just kept trucking. I
knew from then on that it was either I mentally stayed strong or
the race would be over for me. I refused to be satisfied with a
strong 7ish mile run. As I was starting to doubt myself, Mariesa
surprised me by being there and cheering me on, telling me I
looked strong. I passed the ramp laboriously, ran down and
along the boardwalk, and started to break up the course in
segments in my head to make it easier mentally. To my surprise
I was still running what I thought was a decent pace, and at the
turnaround point I knew I was 15 min away from my first pro finish.
I saw two athletes in front of me and felt like I was moving faster than them. Having them as targets
was what I needed. I usually struggle finding the last bit of energy for one last hard push, but I
managed to find one last match to burn, passed them and emptied the tank in the last stretch, which
felt endless. I was all smiles when I looked up and saw 4:09:02, deeply satisfied with how I raced. I
stopped, felt a bit dizzy and used the wall to keep me up right, but at that point my legs decided
otherwise, as if they told my brain “that’s it dude, we’re done here.” So I collapsed. This one hurt a
bit more, but I was fine. It seems to be a pattern, though. My legs just refuse to keep me upright as
soon as my brain knows the race is over.
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Overall, I could not have asked for a better day for my first pro race. Oceanside is now home, and
hearing and seeing so many friends along the course cheering me on was amazing. I got a swim, run,
and distance PR on what I believe to be a very challenging course. I did my best on the day, and
that’s all I could really ask for. There are areas I could have certainly done better (I still can’t take any
nutrition in on the run!), and I always want to race faster than I do, but what I did on the course is
what I had in me on the day. I went for it, refusing to be conservative. I was very nervous in the days
leading up to the race, more than I really should have, and physically I only felt good race morning,
but I managed to stay positive, with, again, the help of Mariesa. I have learned a lot on the day,
trusted my training and fitness, and hopefully I’ll see further improvements this year. Onto the next
one with Ironman 70.3 St George - North American Championship in May.

I owe a HUGE Thank-You to…
Mariesa, who is my #1 support during my training, racing, and more. Going pro
was a hard decision to make, but surprisingly it was harder for me that it was for
her. For some unknown reason, she believes in me and is incredibly supportive. I
am a lucky man and triathlete to have her by my side.

Tricoach’s Kevin Danahy for always getting me race ready. He is the mastermind behind my
preparation.
And of course this would not be possible without the incredible support I receive from
Trisports.com, Kiwami, Xterra Wetsuits, Kleanathlete, and Nytro!
Trisports.com: I don’t know where to begin here…the incredible staff who is just too nice and too
knowledgeable for their own good. They know more about the products that you can imagine…and
by products I mean every single product they sell they are experts on. And they always do everything
they can to accommodate my needs. Seton and Debbie just get it. It’s 150% about the customers for
them. Seton opened the shop on a Sunday afternoon and let me shop around for two hours,
explaining the difference between each product, giving his opinion, and recommending some I did
not even consider...all that on his free time when he could have spent it with his family. Beyond
thankful to be part of the Trisports tri team this year.
Kiwami…wow! Kiwami managed to get me the exact kit I wanted, the Kiwami Spider LDAero
Black/Blue/lime kit that they just released, and they somehow managed to get it to on Friday
afternoon right before the race. And what a kit. It is incredibly comfortable, and though it was my
first ever race with a sleeved kit and I was concerned with chaffing under the arm pits and around
the neck as it is snug, the kit felt incredibly light, the fabric was incredibly comfortable, and the
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sleeves are so flexible that I did not even notice any difference while swimming with it. I am blown
away by it, and really look forward to wearing it again next month. If you are looking for a kit, give
Kiwami a serious thought. Andre, Kiwami, THANK YOU SO MUCH for your support this season!
Xterra Wetsuits: The Xterra Vengeance felt amazing. I received my suit on Wednesday afternoon, so
I had 2 days and maybe two 20-min swims in it. I was concerned that I needed more time to “break it
in,” but that was not the case. You need to give yourself enough time to put it on, but it is a fast
wetsuit! I swam a PR in my very first race in it, so what else could I ask for? Hopefully I’ll get more
speed out of it in the coming months/years. Thank you Jay and Xterra for believing in me!
Kleanathlete: With the training intensity ramping up, I have been heavily relying on my Kleanathlete
Recovery drinks. It tastes delicious and it certainly helps me push myself in training and racing.
Thanks guys for your support!
Nytro Multisport: There will be a video and a separate blog to give them all the credit they deserve
here, because Joe and Rocky have simply outdone themselves to get me race ready with the bike.
More to come on this, but their professionalism, flexibility to work with my tight timelines, and
overall incredible expertise have made it stress-free for me when I had some work to be done on the
bike.
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